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Editorial
Photonics – the science of generating, controlling and detecting light – is
the future. Just as the 20th century depended on the electron to witness
advances in electronics and electricity, the 21st century relies on the photon
to propel many scientific breakthroughs in different fields. This CORDIS Results
Pack illustrates how photonics pushes the frontiers of science and ultimately
improves our daily lives.
Where today’s conventional technologies are approaching their limits in terms of speed, capacity
and accuracy, photonics offers unique solutions. It can revolutionise medicine by enabling quick,
sensitive and accurate detection. Light-based technologies can also enhance energy conversion
and conservation, lighting and high-quality manufacturing.

Photonics’ prominent position on the European agenda
The European Commission has long recognised the potential of photonics to enhance innovation
across several industries. In 2009, the Commission defined photonics as one of five European
key enabling technologies of this century and invested in this area EUR 700 million through the
research and innovation programme Horizon 2020.
The European Research Council (ERC), set up by the European Union in 2007, is the premier
European funding organisation for excellent frontier research. As part of Horizon 2020, the
overall ERC budget from 2014 to 2020 is more than EUR 13 billion. The ERC operates according
to a ‘bottom-up’ approach, allowing researchers to identify new opportunities and directions in
any research field. To date, the ERC has funded over 9 000 research projects across all fields,
including photonics, and has become a benchmark for excellent research.

Showcasing innovative ERC research
This CORDIS Results Pack features 10 of the most promising photonics projects funded by the ERC.
Literally fundamental support for the vitality of this economic activity and sustainable in the long-term
is the bottom-up, blue-sky research funded by the ERC, as shown by the projects mentioned below.
INsPIRE is working to produce a low-cost, chip-scale, portable, mid-infrared photonic system that can
sense molecules to understand the behaviour of living systems or engineered materials. BrightSens
is synthesising novel superbright fluorescent nanoparticles for biomolecule detection. In a similar
vein, ABLASE generates coherent light using a single engineered living human cell and green
fluorescent proteins. AXSIS is working to produce ultrafast electron and X-ray flashes to explore how
complex reactions in biochemistry are initiated.
Drawing inspiration from nature, SeSaMe is fabricating photonics structures based on naturally
abundant biopolymers, paving the way for the sustainable fabrication of optical devices. Another
project, INTERACT, is pioneering a novel approach based on liquid crystals containing nanometrescale fibres to produce soft, flexible materials that integrate smart functionalities for wearable
photonics. For efficient sunlight energy conversion, the TripleSolar project synthesised organic
molecules that can efficiently convert the Sun’s energy into hydrogen fuel.
In QnanoMECA, researchers aim to levitate nanoparticles with a laser in a vacuum chamber, an
advance that could lead to new types of sensors and allow for studies in quantum mechanics.
SCEON is developing a scanning electron microscope to investigate how light interacts with electrons
at the nanoscale. The technique can be applied in photovoltaics, solid-state lighting, quantum
communication and metrology. Finally, FoQAL is producing nanophotonic interfaces that promise to
reveal quantum phenomena between light and atoms never witnessed before.
The projects featured in this Results Pack are just a few examples of how photonics can change
technology and affect our daily lives. Photonics is expected to create exciting new opportunities in
the future, exceeding the limits of what can be achieved through conventional technologies.
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Miniscule lasers within
cells advance imaging in
biomedical research
Studying cellular processes often involves the use of fluorescent dyes as imaging
probes for monitoring cell fate. European researchers have developed a completely

© Malte Gather

novel, laser-based source of light for tracking individual cells.

Following the action of cells within the body can provide answers
to many biomedical questions such as cancer cell invasion and
metastasis. However, existing cell labelling approaches can
either only discriminate a limited number of different cells or
require destructive read-out, killing the cell in the process.

Laser beads that emit at unique
frequency
Researchers of the European Research Council (ERC)-funded
ABLASE project developed tiny lasers, some with dimensions
smaller than the volume of a cell nucleus, that can be efficiently

inserted into cells. “Our goal was to uniquely tag cells in a
way that doesn’t interfere with their properties or behaviour,”
explains ERC grantee and principal investigator Malte Gather,
professor at the University of St Andrews.
These micro-lasers consist of semiconductor disks or
biocompatible beads with a green fluorescent dye. Upon
excitation with light they emit laser light that comprises a
unique composition of several narrow-band peaks depending
on the size of the bead. By introducing beads of different sizes,
scientists generate emission patterns that can be used to
confidently distinguish each laser, much like barcodes are used
to identify and track parcels.
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Using a molecular biology method traditionally harnessed to
transfer foreign DNA into cells, ABLASE researchers have been
able to incorporate the lasers into various cell types such
as those involved in immune responses. This methodology
enables the incorporation of laser beads into tens of thousands
of cells at the same time.

Future plans include further miniaturisation of the lasers to make
their insertion into cells even easier, and a higher-throughput
laser fabrication process. Furthermore, ABLASE researchers
hope to test the lasers in vivo and extend their applications
enhancing their performance and make them respond to
changes in biological markers inside the cell.

The team then investigated the energy these lasers require to
start lasing, their size, stability and biocompatibility. For the team’s
latest laser designs, lasing starts at miniscule levels of excitation
light, lower than the energies biologists use in many modern
optical microscopes, which minimises the impact on the cells.

Undoubtedly, single cell lasers require a number of further
technological improvements to be fully applicable. Nonetheless,
they have immense potential in cell tagging applications and
can be used for sensing within living cells and tissues. “Since the
beginning of ABLASE, other research groups around the world
have made significant contributions to the emerging field of
single cell lasers, reinforcing its development potential.”

Our goal was
to uniquely tag
cells in a way
that doesn’t
interfere with
their properties or
behaviour.

The cellular lasers also demonstrated
the ability to remain stable and within
cells during various cellular processes.
Intriguingly, cells transfer the lasers to their
progeny without any obvious impact on key
cell functions, facilitating cell tracking for
many generations. “By inserting multiple
lasers into the mother cells, the ABLASE
approach can follow all progenies of a cell
and also uniquely label more cells than
previously thought.”

P R OJ E C T

ABLASE - Advanced Bioderived and
Biocompatible Lasers
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

The University Court of The University of St Andrews
in the United Kingdom
FUNDED UNDER

H2020

Research significance and
future prospects
ABLASE project activities have advanced the use of single
cell lasers in biomedical research with the prospect of gaining
insight into fundamental biological processes such as how cells
migrate within the body. “The use of single cell lasers is a novel
concept, and so naturally ABLASE has been concerned with
proof-of-concept work, basic research and development, as well
as with first steps towards applications,” emphasises Gather.
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New ultrafast X-ray
techniques could capture
electron motion at
molecular level
EU-funded scientists are working to produce extremely short electron and X-ray
flashes that may allow them to study how electrons moving around molecules
initiate complex reactions in biology and chemistry. The researchers hope to
visualise how plants and bacteria use solar energy during photosynthesis. This
might also lead to a sustainable energy storage solution.

Life is never static, and brighter than we think
– many of the most important reactions in
chemistry and biology are light induced and
occur on ultrafast timescales. Nowhere is this
more evident than in the elusive reactions of
photosynthesis that sustain plants’ life.
Researchers currently focus on understanding the
so-called photosystem II enzyme reaction that
allows plants to split water into hydrogen and
oxygen in yet unknown ways. “A more detailed
understanding of this reaction would open up the
possibility of implementing this efficient process
artificially. Complex molecular arrangements
that store light energy just as nature does could
one day offer a viable energy storage solution,”
notes principal investigator Franz Kaertner who
received a grant from the European Research
Council (ERC) to lead the AXSIS project.
The project could help reveal such ultrafast
chemical responses to light thanks to innovative
developments relating to compact attosecond
X-ray sources (an attosecond is one quintillionth
of a second) and terahertz accelerators.

The groundbreaking
experimental
capabilities of
attosecond X-ray
diffraction and
spectroscopy will
help realise one of
the grandest
dreams of
biochemists: the
production of
molecular movies
showing the
structural and
chemical changes
that occur
simultaneously in
complex
biochemical
reactions.

Ultrafast X-ray science
to visualise molecular
processes
AXSIS scientists used serial crystallography, an
emergent X-ray technique designed to investigate
the structure of individual microcrystals. The
technique can help increase understanding of
structure and function at the atomic and molecular
levels as it gives a full description of ultrafast
processes atomically resolved in real space as
well as on the electronic energy landscape. It
involves applying a coherent attosecond X-ray
free-electron source based on coherent inverse
Compton scattering (C-ICS) on a crystal.
A major problem with the technique is that there is
a delicate line between obtaining good quality data
and not overly damaging the crystals by radiation.
Conventional serial femtosecond crystallography
uses the principle of ‘imaging before destruction’.
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Terahertz technology
miniaturises particle
accelerators
The AXSIS team is building the first prototype of a miniature
particle accelerator that uses terahertz radiation. The wavelength
of terahertz radiation is much shorter than the radio waves that
are currently used to accelerate particles. This means that the
accelerator components can also be built to a smaller scale.
Using a non-linear optical process, the researchers produced
terahertz electromagnetic waves from energetic laser pulses.
For their prototype, they fired fast electrons from an electron
gun within a micro-structured linear accelerator module. The
electrons were then further accelerated by terahertz radiation
fed into the module. The cutting-edge laser used produced
terahertz pulses with energies on the scale of milli-Joules, a
record for this technique.
© Cubics, Shutterstock

The X-ray free-electron lasers deliver intense femtosecond pulses
that yield high-resolution diffraction data before the molecule
is destroyed by radiation. “The attosecond pulses generated
from C-ICS sources provide added benefits since they can outrun
damages on the electronic states of the molecule that happen
on a much shorter timescale,” explains Petra Fromme, member
of the project team.
“The groundbreaking experimental capabilities of attosecond
X-ray diffraction and spectroscopy will help realise one of the
grandest dreams of biochemists: the production of molecular
movies of the structural and chemical changes that occur
simultaneously in complex biochemical reactions,” adds Kaertner.
The high repetition rate of X-ray pulses should ultimately
enable scientists to unravel the mechanisms of ultrafast light
absorption and excitation energy transfer in photosynthesis at
the relevant spatial and temporal timescales.

Because the pulses are so short, they reach peak brightness
comparable to those produced by larger facilities, even if there
is significantly less energy in each pulse. “With these very short
and bright pulses we are hoping to gain new insights into the
extremely rapid chemical processes whereby plants and some
bacteria produce their own carbohydrates,” concludes Kaertner.
P R OJ E C T

AXSIS - Frontiers in Attosecond X-ray Science:
Imaging and Spectroscopy
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Stiftung Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron Desy in
Germany
FUNDED UNDER

FP7-IDEAS-ERC
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

cordis.europa.eu/project/id/609920
Until now, ultrashort beams could only be produced by expensive
and large equipment. What led researchers to the development
of this compact attosecond X-ray source?
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Let there be light –
and lots of it – for easy
biomolecule detection
Fluorescent probes that light up in the presence of target molecules are like beacons
in the night. EU-funded research has made nanoparticle probes so bright they
could potentially be detected with a smartphone.

Enhancing the brightness of highly specific fluorescent probes
increases their sensitivity to detect single molecules. This is
critical for numerous applications, from medical diagnostics
to environmental monitoring. The EU-funded BrightSens project
has achieved unprecedented fluorescent probe brightness using
tailor-made fluorescent nanoparticles. In principle, this opens the
door to highly accurate point-of-care diagnostics using inexpensive
off-the-shelf camera systems – perhaps even a smartphone.

(Signal) strength in numbers

Klymchenko, who received a grant from the European Research
Council (ERC) for this project, explains: “The unique feature of our
nanoparticles is that their thousands of encapsulated dyes are
able to communicate with just one energy acceptor molecule.
The dyes behave like an orchestra - the ‘conductor’ (the energy
acceptor) simultaneously controls them all. As a result, the
signal of a single acceptor is amplified about 1 000-fold.

© Andrey Klymchenko

With BrightSens, the team, led by principal investigator Andrey
Klymchenko, managed to enclose thousands of fluorescent dye
molecules in a single nanoparticle acting as a ‘nanoantenna’.

They modified the nanoparticle’s surface with nucleic acids (or
proteins) to help them recognise biomolecules of interest. These
were linked to special molecular ‘switches’ (energy acceptors)
on the nanoparticle surface that switch ‘on’ the light emission
of 100-1 000 encapsulated dyes in response to a single
biomolecule recognition event.
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The unique feature
of our nanoparticles
is that their
thousands of
encapsulated dyes
are able to
communicate with
just one energy
acceptor molecule.
The dyes behave
like an orchestra
- the ‘conductor’
(the energy
acceptor)
simultaneously
controls them all. As
a result,
the signal of a
single acceptor is
amplified about
1 000-fold.

This amplification enabled the first detection
of single fluorescent molecules at excitation
conditions equivalent to ambient sunlight.
Based on this, the team developed the
prototype of a nanoprobe for amplified DNA
detection and reached detection sensitivity
down to single DNA/RNA molecules. The
team has filed two patents for these
findings, among five in total for outcomes of
the BrightSens project to date.
A key enabler of the pioneering light
emission amplification was the use of
innovative ionic ‘spacers’ that prevent the
flat dye molecules in the nanoparticles
from stacking like pancakes and creating
non-fluorescent aggregates. A special
polymer design enabled the reduction of
nanoparticle size from 40 nm to 9 nm,
facilitating free diffusion within the cell.
“These nanoparticles are among the
brightest nano-objects reported to date,
around 100-fold brighter than quantum dots
– the tiny semiconductors which have been
the gold standard of bright nanoparticles
for many years,” says Klymchenko.

Towards point-of-care medical
diagnostics with a smartphone
The pioneering BrightSens technology opens the door to the
detection of target biomolecules with very simple devices.
The team is investigating licensing their patents to several
biotechnology companies as well as creating a start-up to
commercialise the developed nanoprobes.
Klymchenko summarises: “In contrast to existing protocols, our
technology will enable rapid, simple and inexpensive diagnostics.
Moreover, the probes will accelerate cellular research on cancer
and other diseases involving detection and imaging of mRNA
and microRNA.”
P R OJ E C T

BrightSens - Ultrabright Turn-on Fluorescent
Organic Nanoparticles for Amplified Molecular
Sensing in Living Cells
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

University of Strasbourg in France
FUNDED UNDER

H2020
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

The approach was extended to other dyes, providing nanoparticles
of different colours. Klymchenko says: “Mixing nanoparticles of
three colours as in a colour printer allowed us to ‘barcode’ live
cells in up to 13 colours and then track them for more than 2
weeks.” These bar-coding nanoparticles have already been
commercialised by the French biotech company Lymphobank.
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Research reveals
new exotic quantum
phenomena in atomnanophotonics interfaces
Achieving strong light-matter interactions on the atomic scale, where quantum
effects hold sway, is one of the most compelling quests in physics. Use of
nanophotonic interfaces instead of their macroscopic counterparts promises to
unearth exotic quantum phenomena between light and atoms.

Research on efficient light-matter interfaces at the nanoscale
has recently sparked intense interest mostly due to their
plethora of potential applications including quantum computing
and quantum sensing at a single photon level.
Enhancing light-matter interactions typically involves coupling
an atom to a macroscopic system, such as a large optical cavity,
or connecting a dense cloud of atoms with light in free space.
The next step is to couple atoms to nanophotonic structures. This
integration can make light-matter interactions even stronger,
resulting in more robust systems. “A question that cuts to the
heart of it all is whether use of nanophotonic interfaces can
reveal quantum phenomena never witnessed before and not
just merely make old things work better than new,” notes Darrick
Chang, European Research Council (ERC) grantee and principal
investigator of the ERC-funded FoQAL project. “From a theoretical
standpoint, the question is how to model these new systems that
look quite different from their larger counterparts,” adds Chang.

New model capturing quantum
dynamics
Providing a detailed description of the quantum dynamics of
atoms and light on the nanoscale is extremely challenging. This
is mainly due to the large number of the atoms involved and
© Ana Aguirre Perez, Shutterstock
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the infinite number of light modes defining
the ways light waves travel through space.

A question that
cuts to the heart
of it all is whether
use of nanophotonic
interfaces can
reveal quantum
phenomena never
witnessed before
and not just merely
make old things
work better
than new...
It seems compelling
then to examine
whether
interference can be
used to boost other
quantum
applications, and
whether it can lead
to additional
phenomena that
challenge our
textbook wisdom on
atom-light
interactions.
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The project team developed a novel and
universal formalism that establishes the
electronic states (‘spins’) of atoms as the
primary degrees of freedom – independent
values that have the freedom to vary. In this
so-called spin model, the atoms interact
with each other via photon exchange. “If
we solve this model, then we can derive
all the quantum properties of the photons
generated based on the properties of the
atoms themselves. This exact formulation
eliminates the need to track the infinite
number of optical modes,” explains Chang.

Interference of light
waves should not be
neglected
Using the spin model, researchers showed
that nanophotonic crystal waveguides are
novel platforms where atoms and photons
can interact with each other even when they
are separated by relatively large distances.
This type of long-range interaction, which
is quite rare in most physical settings,
enables observation of exotic phenomena
such as quantum crystals formed by atoms
held together by entanglement.

The model also helped the FoQAL team gain new insight into
conventional atomic gases in free space. For example, they
predicted a new value (bound) for the performance of a quantum
memory for light, which is exponentially better than a bound
that was previously thought to be fundamental. This dramatic
improvement resulted from exploiting wave interference in the
emission of light from atoms, maximised when the atoms are
trapped close together.
Interestingly, interference is entirely ignored in traditional lightmatter interfaces either because of the difficulty of treating it
in the equations or because it is negligible. “Results suggest
interference is an essential element that can enhance storage
capability and efficiency of light-matter interfaces. It seems
compelling then to examine whether interference can be used
to boost other quantum applications, and whether it can lead to
additional phenomena that challenge our textbook wisdom on
atom-light interactions,” concludes Chang.
P R OJ E C T

FoQAL - Frontiers of Quantum Atom-Light
Interactions
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

The Institute of Photonic Sciences in Spain
FUNDED UNDER

H2020
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T
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Molecular ‘fingerprinting’
technology that fits on
a fingertip
Table-top mid-infrared (IR) spectrometers are used ubiquitously in labs for
identifying material structures in the biological, chemical and physical sciences.
EU-funded research paves the way to a compact, portable and cost-effective system
that will enable use in the field and potential applications from environmental

© Szasz-Fabian Jozsef, Shutterstock

monitoring to food safety to early medical diagnoses.

Technology for photonics integration within silicon chips has
matured tremendously, with perhaps the greatest strides seen
in the telecommunications and IT sectors. The INsPIRE project,
funded by the European Research Council (ERC), took that
technology in an entirely new direction with integration of midIR components onto a single chip for the efficient and portable
identification of molecules such as pathogens in air, food and
medical samples.

A unique set of wideband
integrated optical functions
Spectroscopic methods exploit the absorption and reflection
of light by matter, teasing out spectral patterns to identify
the materials present according to their characteristic spectra.
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The mid-IR range of wavelengths contains the
so-called fingerprint region (around 2.5-10 µm)
associated with the stretching, vibration and
rotation of molecules. The spectral emission
pattern, or ‘molecular fingerprint’, is unique to each
specific molecule, so mid-IR spectroscopy can very
accurately identify molecules in a sample.

By pushing the
frontiers of what
was possible, we
have built highresolution on-chip
mid-IR
spectrometers
working in an ultrawide frequency
band (in principle
1.5-15 µm) on a
circuit less than 1
square centimetre
in surface area.

INsPIRE set out to develop a new germaniumrich silicon integrated photonics platform for the
detection of molecular fingerprints. As principal
investigator Delphine Marris-Morini explains,
“it exploits the advantages of silicon photonics
technology, including maturity, large-scale
fabrication and strong light confinement. It also
takes advantage of the wide transparency window
of germanium up to 15 µm. In comparison, silicon
oxide is transparent up to 3.8 µm and silicon up to
8 µm.” This wide window of transparency means
the optical materials used do not absorb and
reflect light in this range so they do not impede its
propagation. The monolithic integrated photonics design reduces
the space required, resulting in a fingerprinting system-on-chip
that fits on your fingertip.

You say you want a revolution

range: integrated mid-IR Bragg grating-based
Fabry-Perot resonators, broadband integrated
racetrack ring resonators, and a high-resolution
broadband mid-IR silicon-germanium Fouriertransform spectrometer. Although development
of mid-IR optical modulators was not planned at
the beginning of the project, the team achieved
yet another record, the first optical modulation in a
mid-IR photonic circuit operating in the 5.5-11-μm
wavelength range.

Integrated mid-IR
photonics for widespread
application

Marris-Morini summarises: “By pushing the
frontiers of what was possible, we have built
high-resolution on-chip mid-IR spectrometers
working in an ultra-wide frequency band (in principle 1.5-15 µm)
on a circuit less than 1 square centimetre in surface area.”
The technology paves the way to portable and low-cost sensors
for applications from real-time environmental monitoring of
pollutants to food safety to early medical diagnoses.
P R OJ E C T

INsPIRE evaluated the optical properties of the envisioned
platform and developed a new set of optical functions. Moving
into uncharted territory, Marris-Morini recalls: “We realised
the equipment we needed to test our mid-IR devices was
much less developed than for near-IR wavelengths, where
telecommunications applications have spurred innovation. We
had to build our own wideband polarisation rotator and often
bought prototypes or devices that were freshly commercialised.”
In the end, the team did in fact change the world of midIR spectroscopy, an evolution resulting in several world firsts
with resonant structures operating in the 8 µm-wavelength
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INsPIRE - Chip-scale INtegrated Photonics for
the mid-Infra REd
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Furthering liquid crystal
technology for more
flexible, intelligent and
functional materials
An EU-funded project is contributing to the understanding of how liquid crystals
(LCs) can be processed in unconventional ways. This will lead to the production of
innovative LC-based materials, including responsive textiles.

Greater knowledge of LCs will enable novel approaches in
applying them to contexts entirely different from tablets and
mobile phone displays – their current most common use. LCs
have enormous potential for many emerging technologies
because they survive great degrees of repeated stretching and
flexing thanks to their liquid, lightweight nature, and often their
operation requires no electricity. What’s more, LCs have a rather
low manufacturing cost.

Work on shape-changing
LC elastomers (LCEs) leading
to interesting, unexpected findings
The European Research Council (ERC)-funded INTERACT project
has gained deep insight into how LCs behave when departing
from the standard flat geometries in which they have been
studied and used for decades. INTERACT has discovered
totally unforeseen features, such as an LC with an anti-ordered
arrangement of its constituents, where molecules are arranged
to avoid a certain direction rather than align along it.
“This so-called negative order parameter LC had been conceived
theoretically before, but was never observed in practice; we
produced such a material in the context of our shell-shaped
LC elastomer actuators,” outlines ERC grantee and principal
investigator Jan Lagerwall.

LCEs are a unique class of materials that
exhibit large shape transformations when
subjected to various stimuli. These materials
can be used as actuators – devices that
convert some type of stored energy into
motion. “Because of the reverse ordering,
the material responds to temperature
changes in the exact opposite direction of
conventional LCEs,” he explains.

I sincerely hope
that the results of
INTERACT can inspire
new LC applications,
solving old problems
and emerging
ones in new,
better and more
sustainable ways.

The INTERACT team has also produced
valuable new understanding of how to flow
LCs and polymer solutions next to each other.
This is required for making LC-functionalised
fibres that could be used for responsive textiles, for example. “This is
truly challenging for many material combinations, but our research
gave us a much clearer picture of how undesired outcomes can
be avoided,” says Lagerwall. “We also made significant advances
in the methods for retaining liquid crystalline order in rubbery or
solid states by polymerising the system without negative impact
on the order.”
Thanks to these scientific achievements, Lagerwall continues,
the project “has gotten closer to new LC applications, at least
in wearable technology and secure authentication.” INTERACT
now has “a relatively clear understanding of how LCs can
indeed be incorporated into real textile-grade fibres that could
be used for garments.”
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Scheduled to end in March 2020, the team has already
submitted one patent application for their materials, and two
more are being prepared. Ongoing experiments target true
textile-grade fibres with LCs inside, as well as the realisation of
tubular LCEs.

© INTERACT

For materials scientists and LC physicists, chemists and
engineers, INTERACT has clarified several important questions
on how to bring LCs into complex geometries like fibres, shells
and tubes. The project has demonstrated that the behaviour of
the LC can be very rich, depending on how the sample was made
and what its characteristics are. For engineers and industry
overall, “I sincerely hope that the results of INTERACT can inspire
new LC applications, solving old problems and emerging ones
in new, better and more sustainable ways by using LCs derived
from cellulose,” concludes Lagerwall.
P R OJ E C T

Secure authentication tag
breakthrough
The researchers have made authentication tags that provide a
unique fingerprint for a target object. The tag is made in such a
way that it is really integrated into the object, serving as a highly
reliable anti-counterfeiting tool.

INTERACT - Intelligent Non-woven Textiles
and Elastomeric Responsive materials by
Advancing liquid Crystal Technology
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

University of Luxembourg in Luxembourg
FUNDED UNDER

H2020
C O R D I S FA C T S H E E T

The team has succeeded in tuning the tags from colourful
to nearly invisible, thus allowing them to be adapted to the
environment in which they will be applied. “We believe they can
become entirely invisible by further optimising the materials
used,” the principal investigator adds.
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A truly magical
performance levitates a
nanoparticle approaching
its quantum ground state
In the last few decades, quantum nanomechanical oscillators – nanometric versions
of a guitar string – are pushing the frontiers of quantum experimentation. Now,
levitating a nanoparticle with tiny photon forces is poised to shed new light on the
quantum world.

Throughout history, mechanical oscillators have been used to make
highly precise measurements. Some of the biggest step changes
in the accuracy of clocks and watches rely on the relatively simple
classical mechanics of pendulums and springs, with one end fixed
to an immovable object and the other to a movable one.
Now, with EU funding via a grant from the European Research
Council (ERC), the QnanoMECA project has unleashed the power of
quantum nanomechanical oscillators to investigate the complex
quantum world with an untethered movable object, a nanoparticle.
Levitating it using the force of light, the team has opened a new
window on sensing ultrasmall forces and bringing large – in
quantum terms – objects into the quantum regime.

the environment. This enables mechanical resonance at very
well-defined frequencies like very pure notes on a guitar string.
In turn, this unique purity of resonance opens the door to the
possibility of bringing the nanoparticle into the quantum regime
by reducing its mechanical energy (‘cooling’ the oscillator) down
to less than one mechanical quanta (the quantum ground state).
The unprecedentedly pure resonance also turns the oscillating
nanoparticle into a highly sensitive sensor of its environment.

Nanoparticles in the (laser)
spotlight
ERC grantee and principal investigator Romain Quidant explains:
“Nanoparticles can be levitated and trapped using the tiny forces
each photon of a laser beam exerts on matter in its path. This
optical trap, known as optical tweezers, resulted in the award of
the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics to Arthur Ashkin.”
One of the main advantages of an unclamped mechanical
oscillator, the optical tweezers, is its extreme isolation from
© Romain Quidant
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The project has
positioned us
among the world
leaders in levitation
optomechanics.
There are many
unanswered
questions and
untested theories.
Our great
excitement stems
from the possibility
that our work will
address some of
these frontiers.

“We know that elementary blocks of matter
like atoms and ions are quantum and obey
the laws of quantum mechanics,” notes
Quidant. “Things are less clear for large and
dense ensembles of atoms like the levitated
nanoparticle. Our platform enables us to
explore this unknown regime, observing very
weak physical effects that were impossible
to directly measure previously.”

Leveraging the
disproportionate
potential of levitating
tiny objects

Over the last 5 years, QnanoMECA has developed different
experimental approaches to levitate and cool down nanoparticles
to bring them in the quantum regime. In pioneering work in
collaboration with ERC grantee Lukas Novotny of the QMES
project, the team has reduced the oscillator’s mechanical energy
to tens of phonons from around 50 million and plans to reach the
single-photon quantum regime before the project ends in 2020.
Furthermore, QnanoMECA research has made important scientific
and technological steps towards the detection of ultra-weak forces
that may contribute, in the years to come, to a new generation
of high-end mechanical sensors for navigation and seismology.
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Levitation optomechanics is a relatively new but growing field,
now counting more than 30 groups worldwide. Quidant says:
“The project has positioned us among the world leaders in
levitation optomechanics. There are many unanswered questions
and untested theories. Our great excitement stems from the
possibility that our work will address some of these frontiers.”
P R OJ E C T

QnanoMECA - Quantum Optomechanics with a
levitating nanoparticle
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y
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Repurposing a
standard technique for
nanoscale optics
Electron microscopy uses electron beams to image structures down to the
nanometre scale. Understanding how light behaves at this level is paramount for
the future investigation of optical materials, advancing imaging and the
development of optoelectronic devices, including solar cells and quantum
information technology.

Cathodoluminescence (CL) is a physical
phenomenon first observed in the 1960s whereby
light is emitted by a material when hit by an
electron beam. Historically, CL was used in cathode
ray tube televisions to generate images and by
geologists to characterise minerals.

A novel CL-based
electron microscope
Scientists from the European Research Council
(ERC)-funded SCEON project combined the
properties of CL spectroscopy and electron
microscopy imaging into a novel CL system. In CL
spectroscopy the light emitted by structures when
they interact with the electrons is collected and
analysed, offering functional optical information.
“Our goal was to combine the advantages of
electron microscope and optical imaging into a
novel system, unique in the world,” explains ERC
grantee and principal investigator Albert Polman.
CL provides information on the interaction of light
and matter and, because it uses electrons, its
resolution is at the nanometre scale. The SCEON
CL system works by collecting the photons emitted
from the sample bombarded with electrons

Our goal was to
combine the
advantages of
electron microscope
and optical imaging
into a novel system,
unique in the world...
Our system offers
the capacity to
study essentially
every metal,
semiconductor,
dielectric material
or nanostructure
and physically see,
very precisely in
space, how light
resonates in these
materials, the
direction it is
emitted and the
duration of these
interactions.

through a parabolic mirror. This boosts the lightcollection efficiency of nanostructures and also
enables measurements on low light-emitting
samples like metals.
At the same time, the SCEON technology
has many practical applications in geology,
semiconductor metrology and photovoltaic
materials fabrication, improving the performance
of light-emitting devices and solar cells.
Manipulation of single photon sources using the
CL system will enable further development of
quantum information technology.
Furthermore, the SCEON CL system also enables
the study of how the emitted light behaves over
time at the nanoscale. This provides scientists
with the opportunity to study the underlying
physics phenomena at this small-length scale
and answer fundamental questions related to
the interaction of electrons with nanostructures.
The use of electron pulses gives the SCEON CL
system the capacity to provide new insight into
the dynamics of electron and light excitation as
the device allows temporal resolution.
A wide range of interesting results have come from
the SCEON CL microscope studies, including the
study of light emission in different nanostructures.
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Researchers have also been able to determine the emission
efficiency at very high spatial resolution of semiconductors used in
solar cells, and to study the interactions of ultrafast laser and
electron pulses mediated by metallic nanostructures.

Future prospects for the CL
microscope
The CL microscopes were developed in collaboration with AMOLF,
Thermo Fisher and Delmic, which brought the first commercial
version of the instrument onto the market in 2014. The CL
microscope has also been awarded the Materials Research Society
‘Innovation and Materials Characterization Award’. “We received
the SCEON ERC Proof of Concept grant to develop a commercial,
table-top version of our new microscope that can potentially be
used by a broad range of users,” emphasises Polman.
Since the first characterisation of the CL physical phenomenon,
researchers have advanced CL imaging spectroscopy for more
scientific purposes. “Our system offers the capacity to study
essentially every metal, semiconductor, dielectric material or
nanostructure and physically see, very precisely in space, how
light resonates in these materials, the direction it is emitted and
the duration of these interactions,” continues Polman.
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Understanding how high-velocity electrons interact with
nanostructures will help the design and implementation of cheaper
and more efficient photovoltaics, miniature opto-electronic circuits
and light-emitting diodes.
P R OJ E C T

SCEON - Scanning Electron Optical Nanoscopy
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y
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Mimicking bird feathers
to recreate nature’s
luminous colours
Iridescent colours such as those found on holographic watermarks on ID
documents have been around for the last 20 years, but have been limited
to applications like security and cosmetics. An EU initiative aims to introduce
a disruptive methodology enabling the production of such pigments only
using natural materials like cellulose and chitin – Earth’s two most

© SeSaMe

abundant biopolymers.

Structural colours arise from the reflection of light from complex
nanostructures. In nature, they can be found in bird feathers,
plant fruits or beetle outer shells. These nanostructures often
produce iridescent colourations where an object looks a different
colour depending on the angle of observation. This is in contrast
to chemical pigments producing colours that don’t change when
viewed at different angles.

With EU funding through a European Research Council (ERC)
grant, the SeSaMe project has set out to fabricate and optically
characterise photonic structures using only natural materials. “By
studying natural architectures that produce structural colours,
we have been able to understand their design and ‘mimic’
them in the lab,” says ERC grantee and principal investigator
Silvia Vignolini. “At the same time, we answered fundamental
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questions about their biological significance and gained insight
into some of the biological processes at work when such
structures are generated.”
“We contributed to knowledge, understanding how cellulose can
be exploited as an optical material,” she continues. Vignolini
states that the most important contribution scientists can
provide to society is to develop and train PhDs and postdocs to
think critically about, and solve, complex problems.

Understanding photonic
structure formation in nature
SeSaMe’s interdisciplinary research activity has impacted
various fields ranging from chemistry and soft matter physics
to evolutionary biology. The scientists were able to understand
how the natural nanostructure can produce a wide range of
optical effects. Such work done on natural photonic colours also
impacts industrial applications. Results in controlling the colour
of bacterial colonies via genetics are now being exploited by
Hoekmine, a biotech company based in the Netherlands.

The latest work from SeSaMe is a robust and
simple methodology to make coloured films
out of a biocompatible and edible cellulose
derivative that is usually exploited in whipped
cream and ice cream as a food thickener.
“We can use edible and biocompatible
materials to make coloured films, which is an
important step for the future development
of colourants using sustainable materials,”
explains Vignolini.

By studying natural
architectures that
produce structural
colours, we have
been able to
understand their
design and ‘mimic’
them in the lab.

“We desperately need more sustainable products that don’t
harm the planet,” concludes Vignolini. “Nature designed and
optimised these materials for specific functions, so if we find out
what these are and how to fabricate them, we can exploit the
materials for truly sustainable technology.” Finding new ways
to exploit natural resources like polysaccharides in producing
functional materials is key to future materials manufacturing.
P R OJ E C T

SeSaMe - Sustainable routes for Smart
photonic Materials
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Thanks to SeSaMe, Vignolini has established herself as a leading
expert in the field of biomimetics. In 2018 and 2019, she received
several scientific merit awards for work done on bioinspired
optical materials, contributions to materials science, cellulose
and materials chemistry, and achievements in nanotechnology
and nanoscience.

The Chancellor, Masters, and Scholars of the
University of Cambridge in the United Kingdom

Novel strategies to improve
performance of cellulose-based
photonic materials

cordis.europa.eu/project/id/639088
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“We pioneered the use of cellulose to produce photonic structures
as sustainable and biocompatible pigments,” says Vignolini.
The research on cellulose self-assembly in microfluidic droplets,
patented and published in 2016, brought her team to the forefront
of this field. “This work was highly influential, companies around
the world as well as talented postdoctoral fellows who have
joined my group are pursuing this activity and trying to exploit our
new developed pigments in everyday products.”
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Organic solar cells could
transform renewable
energy storage
The quest to develop clean fuel from just water, sunlight and carbon dioxide and
use it for storing renewable energy has taken an exciting new twist. EU-funded
scientists pioneered the synthesis of organic materials that can convert the Sun’s
energy into hydrogen fuel more efficiently than before.

Despite the potential of any solar power technology to reduce splitting efficiency, what makes this artificial leaf different from
carbon emissions, storing the energy it generates is one of the other attempts to produce hydrogen using sunlight is that it
greatest barriers to the adoption of renewable
uses low-cost and readily available materials.
energy. Some first firm ideas about storing the
“Our new organic artificial leaf is a stepping
energy from sunlight in the chemical bonds of
stone to developing more real and sustainable
molecules, just like molecular hydrogen, are already
energy solutions for the coming generations.
Our new organic
taking shape.
Converting sunlight into electrical charges
artificial leaf is
and storing the energy immediately will help
a stepping stone
Hydrogen storage is enabled by devices called
solve the problem of inconsistent supply of
electrolysers. Using electricity – ideally from solar
renewable energy intermittency in the future,”
to developing more
power – electrolysers split water into oxygen and
real and sustainable notes ERC grantee and principal investigator
hydrogen, a carbon-free fuel. A second set of
René Janssen.
energy solutions
devices called fuel cells can then convert that
for the coming
hydrogen back to electricity to power vehicles or
What’s more, TripleSolar demonstrated next to
generations.
feed it to the grid.
triple-junction solar cells, the first quadrupleConverting sunlight
junction organic solar cell made of four organic
semiconductor materials. The energy conversion
into electrical
charges and storing efficiencies of the organic solar cells exceeded
10 % and 7.5 %, respectively.

Artificial photosynthesis
put into practical use

With EU funding, via a grant from the European
Research Council (ERC), researchers in the
TripleSolar project demonstrated a realistic multijunction device – made of three individual solar
cells grown on top of each other – that moves
solar water splitting out of the laboratory and
puts it into practical applications.

the energy
immediately will
help solve the
problem of
inconsistent supply
of renewable energy
intermittency in
the future.

In a first, the project team demonstrated an artificial leaf made
of organic materials that converts sunlight into hydrogen with
close to 5.5 % efficiency. Except for the record-high water-

Gaining new insight into
the photoconversion
mechanism

Organic solar cells are one of the most promising
energy conversion technologies. Thanks to the
abundance of raw materials, low production
costs, light weight, and flexible and large-scale fabrication, they
could become a viable alternative to conventional solar cells
with silicon substrates.
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Current organic solar cells can achieve efficiencies over 15 %.
Multi-junction solar cell architectures can further increase this
efficiency to more than 20 %. Reaching these high efficiency
rates is a tremendous challenge that requires pushing every
single step in the conversion process to its intrinsic limits to
substantially reduce energy losses.

“The efficiencies achieved with our organic multi-junction solar
cells are still lower than their inorganic counterparts which are
around 20 %. Further research will improve organic solar cell
technology in terms of efficiency, stability and cost, ultimately
helping it to be deployed at scale,” concludes Janssen.
P R OJ E C T

TripleSolar investigated and designed new functional organic
molecules and polymers for use in multi-junction solar cell
devices. “Our research focused on unravelling the mechanistic
details of the photoconversion process (such as exciton
and charge transport). This new insight aided in the design
of materials that convert sunlight into electricity and store
the generated energy in molecules such as hydrogen more
efficiently,” explains Janssen.

TripleSolar - Solar Energy Conversion in
Molecular Multi-Junctions
C O O R D I N AT E D B Y

Eindhoven University of Technology in the
Netherlands
FUNDED UNDER

FP7-IDEAS-ERC
Unlike single-junction solar cells, multi-junction solar cells
generate a high chemical potential that enables the splitting of
water into hydrogen and oxygen. By studying the mechanisms
that control the 3D nanoscale structure and electronic properties
of the absorber layers, the project researchers demonstrated
efficient solar-to-electricity, solar-to-hydrogen and solar-tocarbon-monoxide devices.
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